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and so in a copy of the $,) or became speckled by

reason of ripening, (As, T, M, K,) or ripened,

(A,) at the (As, T, s, M, A, Mgh, K,) i.e.

the part next the base and stalh. (Mgh.) The

dates in this case are termed (Fr, T, $,

M, A, K) in the dial. of Benoo-Asad, (Fr, T,)

I I.)

and 7.653 (Fr, T, K) in the dial. of Temeem
Q I ' J

(Fr, T) and ‘Yd-ho; (A, Mgh;) and a single

‘and’

date is “was! (T. M,’ 1;) and tags...

(T, =~LZH *3}, [or, probapbly, ' being

I P r a 4 ,

similar to Us!) and ‘rat-_- and >5 &c., or perhaps

both,] He seized the tail of the .,...s; said of one
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endeavouring to catch it. _ 89"’! are‘),

said of a ‘Lab, It turned its tail towards the

viper, or met the viper tail-foremost, in coming

forth from its hole; contr. of (TA

in art. ._ ‘(35 I'[He made a tail to

his turban ;] (S, K, TA ;) i. e. I he made a portion

of his turban to hang down like a tail: (S, TA :)

you say of him who has done this, '($,A.1.<,TA-)- éési’s [and 11

added an appendix to his discourse and his writing,

or book; like 2513;]. (A, TA.) [Hence, the

int‘. n. is used to signify #An appendix;

J’IO)

like _ ails-‘L5 + They made channels

for water (which are termed .FJlJu) in its rugged

ground. (TA from a. trad.)

a. 5.55, (A0, T, 3,) written by sgh, with

his own hand, with s, but by others without,

(MF,) said of a mare [in parturition], She was in

l6)
.

such a state that her faatus came to her

[or ischium (here described by MF as the place of

meeting of the two hips)], and the U1? [q.v.

(here explained by MF as a skin containing

yellow water]) was near to coming forth, (AO,

T, and the root of her tail rose, and the part

thereofthot is bare of hair, and she did not [or

could not]"lo1ver it. (AO, T.) In this case, she

is said to be ‘L333, (AO, T,

4. ‘{6}! He committed a sin, crime, fault,

misdemeanour, 8w. ; ($,‘ M,"i A,‘ MA, ;") he

became chargeable with a [or sin, &c.]:

(Mgh:) it is an instance, among others, ofa verb

of which no proper int‘. n. has been heard;being used instead of such, as a quasi-inf. n.;]

for ‘cl-i3], like [though mentioned in the

KL, as signifying the committing of a sin or the

lihe, and also in the TK,] has not been heard.

(MF.)

5. (331; U1; He accused such a one of
5

a sin, crime, fault, misdemeanour, or the like,

which he had not committed, or though he had

not committed any. (A, TA.) = See also _2, near

the end of the paragraph. _ (5219i 1”]

came to the valley from the direction of its ‘"53

[q.v.]. (A.) And @fl! IIIe tools the

road; (K, TA ;) as though he took its lab}, or

came to it from [the direction of] its ‘{5}. (TA.)

10. He found him to be committing

[or to have committed] a sin, crime, fault, mis

demeanour, or the like: and he attributed, or

imputed, to him a sin, &c. (Har p. 450.) ==

:02

See also 1, in three places. =).o'$l _féx'sol -[ The

afl‘air was, or became, complete, [as though it

assumed a tail,] and in a right state. (K,* TA.)

In’

‘.65 A sin, a crime, afault, a misdemeanour, a

misdeed, an unlawful deed, an ofience, a trans

gression, or an act of disobedience; syn. 2],

(T, M, A, Mgh,) or 1;, (5,) or both, (TA,) and

5;.53: (T, TA:) or it-difi'ers from in being

either intentional or committed through inadvert

ence; whereas the 1.31 is peculiarly intentional:

(Kull p. 13:) or a thing that precludes one from

[thefavour of] God : or a thing for which he is

blamable who does it intentionally: (KT :) pl.

.1333 (M, Msh, 1;) and pl. pl. 3533. (M, K.)

[in the Kur xxvi. 13, said by

Moses, meaning And they have a mime to charge

against me,] refers to the speaker's slaughter of‘

him whom he struck, who was of the family of

Pharaoh. (M.)

and "[526; (T, s, M, A, Msh, 1;) and

rules and 18133 (El-Hejeree, M, K) signify

the same; (T, S, M, &c.,;) i. e. The tail,- syn.

x; : _(TA: [in the CK, is erroneously put

for :]) but accord. to Fr, one uses the first

of these words in relation to the horse, and the

second in relation to the bird: (T:) or the first

is used in relation to the horse A) and the ass

[and the like] more commonly than the

second; (S, A ;‘) and the second is used in rela

tion to a bird M, A, Msb) more commonly

than the first, ($, M,") or more chastely: (M,"

Msb :) or the second is [properly] of a winged

creature; and the first is of any other; but the

second is sometimes, metaphorically, of the horse:

(Er-Riyashee, TA :) or, as some say, the second

signifies the place (‘Ifgrowth of the [or tail] :

(M:) the pl. on}; is 333i. (s, M, A, Msh,

K.) [Hence the following phrases &c.] _

Min ‘1.35 {res} [lit. He rode on the an of the

camel, meaning] Ihe was content with a deficient

let. (T, A, [lit. He smote the

earth with his tail, being understood,

meaning] the (a man) stayed, or abode, and re

mainedfized. (K.) [See also another explanation

3”, ran! a ‘I ,al

of this phrase below.] And 4,5} bk, Raj,’ )Bl,

meaning {[He stayed, or abode, in our and

remained fixed, or] did not quit it,- [lit., and

stuck his tail into the ground ;] originally said of

the’ locust. (A, TA. [See art. ,,s.]) _Lin

thil of the ;..e,] means ibetween me and him is

opposition or competition [as when two persons

’ rd 1,0,’ I

are endeavouring to seize the tail of the

(a, TA.) _ tThe old man’s

hut: beelapte law, or languid. .(A, TA.) —\é)

CD" ‘(.35 [lit. He rode upon the tail of the

wind,] means the outwent, or outstripped, and

was not reached, or overtaken. (T, A, K.) _

il' 4

L9; (‘x-4L." [lit. He turned his tail upon

the _fifiy,] means the passed the [age of]

~»" )0 r 1.54

[years]: (M, TA :) and so 1,433 {Jr-.5." 43,

[lit. the turned their tail upon him]: (A,

TA :) the former accord. to Yaakoob: accord. to

IAar, El-Kilabee, being asked his age, said,

(Z, "i I [,j 5.5 [lit. The fifty has;

turned their tail to me]. (M, TA.)_;33
a: 02 ,

rm... )4! [lit. He followed the tail of an event

i'etreating,] means the regretted an event that

had passed. (T, A,“ TAR‘) _ [The of a

man is tThe part corresponding to the tail: and

Ira .1

hence,] .rijn to, (is; +[A man hard in the

caudal extremity ,'] meaning 1* a man very patient

in enduring riding. (IAar, M, and in art.

C3,.)_ [And of a garment, The shirt :] you

I»; .r 05”

say, ‘BUM,’ cailsu" I[I clung to his shirts]. (A.)

_ The ‘(3} of a. ship or boat is +The rudder.

(Lth and $* and L in art. [See also
i

also signifies [t Anything rc

sembling a tail. _. Hence,] 1- The extremity of a

whip. (Mgh, Msb.)_And, of an unripe date,

(M, Mgh,) and of any date, (M,) +The hinder

part ,' (M ;) the part next the base and stalk.

(Mgh.) _ I And IThe outer extremity of the
‘ad

eye, next the temple; as also and Viol»

(M, A) and 12,36’; (A) [and 10.363, as used in

the K voce in art. ti]. _ See alsothird sentence. _Also -|-The end; or last, or

latter, part,- of anything: pl. (T) [and

463i]: and 74,6} [as a sing], (K,) or ‘$63,

(so in the TT as from the M,) has this meaning.

(M, 1;.) You say, ,iln *.53 us btés

t That was in the end of the time [part]. (M.)

And ($513M and 756.1": both signify the

same [if e. + The end of the valley]: (A 'Obeyd,

M, TA :) or V and '26} and signify

the :last, or latter, parts, (K, TA,) in some

copies of‘ the K, the last, or latter, part, (TA,

[and so in the TT as from the M, and this mean

ing seems to be indicated in the A,]) of a valley,

(A, K, TA,) and of a river, (A, TA,) and of

time; (K, TA ;) [and l app. has the former

of these two significations in relation to a valley,

accord. to A2; for he says,] it seems that 4A5}

and '56} in relation to a valley are pls. of

I’.

like as and are pls. of J..L». ,
(T :) or V 5,16; and V Mgh,) the former

of which is more common than the latter, (Th,

$, Mgh,) signify r the place to which finally comes

the torrent'of a valley: ($, Msbz) the pl. of

'36; is .363: (T =) the .,.33 of a valley and
4

its VLF-5.5.. are the same; [i. e. 'l'the lowest, or

“P55 45:1’) [m- Bemee" me a’ld him ‘i’ the ‘lower, part thereof;] (T ;) [for the pls.]

(T, TA) and (TA) signify 1~the lowest, or

' I pol

lower, parts of valleys: (T, TA :) and .98»)!

signifies [in like manner] rthe last, or latter,

parts, of [water-courses such as are termed]

(T, TA. See also It is said in a

trad, [1- Such a one will

not impede the last part of a water-course];

applied to the abject, weak, and oontemptible.

(T.) And means IThe last, or latter,

parts of ajfairs or events. (M.) You say also,

v33." ‘:[A long-tailed story,-] a




